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PeerLogic: Web Services for Peer Assessment

Abstract

Peer assessment means students giving feedback on each other's work. Dozens of online systems have been developed for peer assessment. All of them face similar issues. The PeerLogic project is an effort to develop specialized features for peer-assessment systems so that they can be used by multiple systems without the need for re-implementation. In addition, the project maintains a "data warehouse," which includes anonymized peer reviews from different peer-assessment systems, which are freely made available to researchers.
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1. Introduction

Peer assessment means students giving feedback to each other on their work. In the past 20 years, dozens of online systems have been developed to manage the process of peer feedback. Typically, students complete a homework assignment and then upload it to the online system. The system then assigns other class members as peer reviewers for the submitted work. Depending on the system, the authors may then have an opportunity to revise the work before a final, summative peer review.

Peer assessment\(^1\) has many advantages. Students receive more copious feedback on their work than they would from an instructor or a TA. Rarely would an instructor have time to look over a first draft and then a final submission, but peer assessors, who have only a handful of submissions to review, can do so. Moreover, the feedback comes more quickly. An author can usually see the feedback as soon as the reviewer provides it, rather than having to wait until the instructor or TA is finished grading all the students. Finally, peer assessment forces students to write in a way that their peers can understand. They can’t use shorthand that the instructor, with his/her superior knowledge, is expected to decipher. They learn to write for an audience of their peers, which is exactly the skill they need for later in their careers. Peer assessment has been shown to improve learning across the curriculum [1].

Online peer-assessment systems perform the same basic functions, though they often have features aimed at the types of courses taught by their designers, e.g., art critiques (Critviz [2]), case studies (Mobius SLIP [3]), or composition and writing (Eli Review [4] and MyReviewers [5]). These systems face many of the same issues. The PeerLogic project is an effort to develop specialized functionalities for peer-assessment systems so that they can be used by multiple systems without the need for re-implementation. It provides a JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) interface so that a peer-assessment application can pass requests to the service and receive results back. In addition, the project maintains a “data warehouse,” which includes

---

\(^1\)“Peer assessment” is the term usually used for a class assignment where students assess each other’s work. “Peer review” more often means the process of vetting academic work for merit (e.g., for publication or funding).
2. Reputation web service

First, we provide a reputation web service. A reputation algorithm is one means of vetting the credibility of a reviewer. In courses where peer-assessment scores can influence a student’s grade, instructors want to have some level of trust in their peer assessors. A reputation algorithm compares scores given to the same artifact by different reviewers. A reviewer achieves a high reputation by both (i) awarding scores that are close to the scores given by other reviewers, and (ii) awarding substantially different scores to different artifacts. In other words, a good reviewer cannot be too far off from other reviewers’ scores, and cannot blindly assign the same “average” score to all kinds of work. A peer-assessment system can calculate the grade for an artifact based on a weighted average of the scores assigned by different reviewers, with the weights being the reputation scores.

Several different reputation algorithms have been defined. Our web service implements the Hamer algorithm [6] and the Lauw algorithm [7]. Song et al. [8] studied the reputations computed by the two algorithms. In general, the Lauw algorithm delivers a narrower range between the lowest and highest reputation, though the two algorithms agree on which peer assessors are most and least reliable.

3. Sentiment analysis

Sentiment analysis [9] means analyzing written language in order to determine emotions and reactions to various kinds of phenomena. It has seen widespread application to product reviews, Twitter feeds, and management science, as well as other fields. It is important in peer assessment, because formative peer feedback is only useful if it is acted upon, and if the tone is too hostile or negative, it is likely to be disregarded.

The Peerlogic project provides a web service to determine how positive or negative a review comment is. It uses the VADER [10] model to assign a score to a review comment. The model is sensitive to both the polarity and intensity of sentiments expressed in social media contexts. When passed one or more text strings, the web service returns the overall sentiment of the text, as well as a vector indicating the amount of negative, neutral, and positive components.

We are currently extending our work to provide web services for recognizing peer-review comments that include suggestions or identify problems in the review text. Our goal is to enable a peer-assessment system to give feedback to a reviewer before a review is submitted—for example, reporting that a review seems too negative, that it does not say what needs to be improved, or does not give enough suggestions for improving the work. Then the reviewer will have an opportunity to improve the review before submitting it.

4. Summarization service

In some circumstances, authors can be overwhelmed by the amount of peer feedback they receive. Suppose that students work in teams of three to submit their work. Usually, each
student is asked to do about three reviews. This means that each team will receive about nine reviews—or even more, if students are allowed to earn extra credit by doing extra reviews. The review rubric may ask the student to comment on, say, a dozen aspects of the work. When each team has 100 or more review comments to sort through, it can be very helpful to see a summary. Our summarization web service incorporates the *sumy* library, which has integrated seven different summarization algorithms. All seven are available to client systems. We performed a comparison [11] of the three most promising algorithms, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), TextRank, and KL-Sum, and asked students several questions about the efficacy of each. TextRank was rated most useful in all aspects except readability, where LSA received the highest rating.

5. Visualization of ranking

Peer-assessment systems can be divided into those that use *rating* or *ranking*. A system that uses rating asks peer assessors to rate each artifact on a numerical scale. In some systems, an artifact is rated holistically; other systems allow it to be rated on each of several rubric criteria. A system that uses ranking asks peer assessors to rank the reviewed artifacts against each other. In a ranking system, an instructor will want to see how every class member fares in the composite ranking by all of their peers. The “rainbow graph” is a visualization that shows how each reviewer’s rank contributed to the overall ranking. The graph is essentially a stacked bar chart. An artifact that received all “1”s would be at one side of the chart, and an artifact that received all “5”s would be at the other. Ratings of “1” are shown as taller bars than lower ratings, so that the stacked bar for a higher-rated artifact is taller than other bars. We provide the rainbow chart as a web service for ranking-based systems. Here is an example of the visualization.

![Figure 1. Example of visualization of rankings](image-url)
The green bars represent a first-place ranking from one’s peers. They are taller than the (yellow) second-place ranking bars, or the bars for any other rank. In this case, the highest-ranked artifact received six first-place rankings and one second-place rankings from its peer assessors. At the other end of the chart, someone who received all last-place rankings has the shortest composite bar. The service can also display self-assessment rankings on the same scale as peer-assessment rankings.

6. Team formation

Design projects are frequently assigned in courses (often capstone courses) where a limited number of student teams can pick each project topic. While many criteria can be used to form teams, one of the most important is that students are assigned topics that they have an interest in, and background for, a specific topic. The problem involves both aggregating students into teams and assigning teams to topics. The design space is very large, and an optimal solution is computationally intractable, so heuristics must be used.

The web service is based on a $k$-means clustering algorithm [12]. Students bid for their desired topic, either individually or in teams, by ranking the topics in order of preference. The bidding interface color-codes the topics across a spectrum, with the “hottest” (most in demand) topics colored red, and those that have rarely been requested colored green. Students drag the topics from the list at the left into a rank-ordered list of their preferences on the right. After coalescing students (who are not already on teams) into teams, the algorithm attempts to assign each team a topic from its preferred list. This approach has been used in courses for several years, and has been refined based on student feedback. The Peerlogic web service makes it available to other peer-assessment systems.

![Figure 2. Bidding interface for team formation](image)

7. Future work

There are several opportunities for applying natural language processing (NLP) to derive metrics on reviews. It can be used to count the suggestions [13] made in a review, or to count instances
of problems detected in the review. It is also useful to try to measure whether the feedback is localized [14] to refer to a specific portion of the text (which makes it easier for the author to act on), or to detect whether it gives a reason why the requested change should be carried out (which may heighten the author’s motivation to make the change).

We can improve the usefulness of the data warehouse by encouraging originators of other peer-assessment systems to contribute data (so far, we have just reached out to the half-dozen systems involved with the Peerlogic project). This will be facilitated by further development of our Peer-Review Markup Language (PRML) [15] and the technology for transforming data into the schema used by the warehouse.

8. Summary

Peer-assessment systems perform the same basic functions and have the same needs. As new ways of improving assessments and visualizing data become available, our web-service approach makes it possible to implement them in one place, yet allow many systems to take advantage of them. The Peerlogic project (www.peerlogic.org) hosts several services, as well as a database of anonymized peer reviews that is available to any peer-assessment researcher.
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